
 

  

OM NOM KITCHEN UNVEILS LIMITED EDITION COCKTAIL MENU INSPIRED BY 
CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY 

   

Melbourne, 23 July 2019: Om Nom Kitchen has unveiled two limited-edition 
drinks in celebration of the launch of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory the 
musical at Her Majesty’s Theatre, launching Wednesday 7 August. 

Located inside Adelphi Hotel, famed as the world’s first dessert themed hotel, 
the new cocktail and hot chocolate will surprise and delight with unexpected 
flavours inspired by the musical, and the Roald Dahl book from which it is 
based.  

Emulating the infamous bubblegum scene and served in three test tubes, The 
Three Course Dinner cocktail will take guests on a gastronomic journey from 
entrée through to dessert.  

The opening act is ‘Tomato Soup’, a vodka-based cocktail served with salt and 
pepper and a cherry tomato garnish. ‘Roast Beef and Potatoes’ is next, 
blending house-made beef whiskey and bitters and served with a potato skin 
flavoured croute. The grand finale takes the form of ‘Blueberry Pie’; a 
combination of blueberry liqueur and reduced blueberry jam served with a 
scoop of house-made vanilla ice-cream. While this cocktail may leave a tint 
of blue on the lips, no guests will require ‘juicing’ after their visit to Om Nom 
Kitchen. 

For a touch of child-like whimsy, guests can indulge in Pure Imagination. Baileys 
and Frangelico will be served in a delicate tea cup, topped with a milk-



 

chocolate sphere dusted with peanuts and salt flakes, and a drizzle of honey. 
After a touch of magic in the form of nitrogen, guests will see the chocolate 
sphere melt before their eyes in a cloud of smoke, revealing a tantalising 
chocolate cocktail. A non-alcoholic version of the chocolate drink is available 
for fans of all ages.    

The limited-edition cocktail menu will run for one month at Om Nom Kitchen, 
just a short walk from Her Majesty’s Theatre.  

Bookings are available via the Om Nom Kitchen website. 

www.adelphihotel.com.au | www.omnom.kitchen  
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For additional information and high-res imagery please contact Hatching 
Communications: 

Lucy Gallagher 
E | lucy@hchq.com.au 
M | 0488 558 331  T| (03) 9429 5251 

 

About Adelphi Hotel: 

Built in 1938, the Adelphi building operated as a soft goods warehouse, until it 
was purchased in the late 80s by visionary architects, Denton Corker Marshall, 
and converted into an utterly unique boutique hotel. Its startling aesthetic was 
designed as an antidote to the staid luxury of hotels the world over. Bold and 
provocative, it attracted acclaim, fame and high-profile guests throughout the 
90s.  

In 2013 Adelphi Hotel’s three new owners Dion Chandler, Ozzie Kheir and Simon 
Ongorato founded Iconic Hotels Group and engaged an award-winning 
design studio to reconsider the hotel's interior and redefine its outlook. 
Adelphi’s edgy design immediately captured the attention of a nation that 
was crying out for a boutique hotel that could complete on the world’s stage. 
Today, Adelphi is the world's premier dessert hotel, and back to its decadent 
best. 

For further information about Adelphi Hotel, please visit www.adelphi.com.au 


